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Indecent Proposals for Students?

Public Safety
Targets Theft

Ml

Upcoming
Job Fair
By Jason Armstrong
Production Editor
At least 75 scbool districts, in
cluding the Los Angeles Commu
nity College School District, are
sending representatives to
CSUSB' s Careers in Education Job
Fair on Sat., March 30 in the
Coussoulis Arena, to answer ques
tions and conduct infonnal inter
views with job seekers.
Those interested in the educa
tion field who would like some
more insight into a career in that
field, should definitely attend the
Career Development Center's sec-

"Last year's event had
over 1,200respondents,
and we expect even
more this year."
(xidjob fair on March 30, fr(Mn 1 to
5 p.m. in the new Arena.
Most of the districts coming to
campus are kindergarten-12 and
located in California, although a
few will be from out of state.
"Special education and bilingual
teachers are needed in almost all of
the districts; districts are also look
ing for speech therapists, school
counselors and, in a few cases,
administratOTS," said Rolyn Judilla,
coordinator of the event.
Persons seeking employment at
the fair should come dressed in a
professional manner, and come
equipped with a resume in antici
pation of an interview.
"The chances of landing a job at
this event are good. Most schools
recruit during this time and use the
next few mcnths to follow up with
^plicants, befrae hiring in the fall,"
said Judilla.
Past career fairs have generated
an excellent response; this year's
event is also expected to do well.
"Last year's event had over 1,200
respondents, and we expect even
more this year," said Judilla.
In addition to the Careers in EducaticMi Job Fair, two other job fairs
are held on campus annu^ly. The
Part-Time Job Expo was held on
March 7, and the Career Opportu
nities Job Fair, an even featuring a
wide array of careers, will be held
(Ml April 17.
Anyone interested in obtaining
more information regarding job
fairs and jobs can call the Career
Development Center at 880-5250.

Coyote Chronicle Staff
Although very few students
actually take the time to vote,
several upcoming ballot propo
sitions could affect student life
in a significant way.
Proposition 192: Seismic Ret
rofit Bond Act of 1996
Fiscal impact: General fundcost
of about $3.4 billion to pay off
both the principal ($2 billion)
and iterest ($1.4 billion) on the
bonds. The average payment for
principal and interest over 25
years would be about $136 mil
lion per year.
This act provides for a bond
issue of two billion dollars to
provide funds for a seismic ret
rofit program. Earmarks $650
million for seismic retrofitting
of toll bridges. Appropriates
money from the Stale General
Fundtopayoffbonds. Requires
measure to reappear on Novem
ber 1996 ballot if rejected in
March 1996.
Arguments in Favor: Without the
passage of Proposition 192,
safety repairs will fall further
behind. California has suffered

two devastating earthquakes in six into you, it's not their fault any
years. The next couW happen to more.
morrow.
Proposition 203: Public Educa
Arguments Against: The citizens tion Facilites Bond Act of 1996.
of California will be forced to pay Fiscal Impact: State General fund
twice; once when they pay the toll cost of about $5.2 billion to pay
and also when they pay othergaso off both the principal ($3 bil
line and road taxes.
lion) and interest (S2.2 billion)
Proposltion200: No-Fault Vehicle on the bonds. The average pay
Insurance. Limits Lawsuits.
ment for iMincipal and interest
Fiscal Impact: State and local gov over 25 years would be about
ernment savings in health care and $208 million per year.
other expenditures potentially over
This act provides for a bond
$100 million annually. State and issue of three billion dollocal government loss in motor lars($3,000,000,000) to provide
vehicle registration and insuranc:e funds for school facility im
tax revenues potentially exceed provement programs. Earmaiks
ing $100 million annually.
$2,025 billion for primary and
Requires insurer to pay benefits secondary schools, and $975
regarclless of fault in most motor millionforhigher education. Ap
vehicle accidents. Mandates mo propriates money from gene^
tor vehicle insurance with speci fund to pay off bonds.
fied benefits and coverage for in Arguments in Fav(M: This would
jury. Mandates prompt payment upgrade our sch(X}ls, commu
CM arbitration of claims.
nity colleges, and public univer
Arguments in Favor: This measure sities for new technologies, im
requires drivers to cover their own prove earthquake safety and
and thir passengers injuries, re lessen over-crowding.
gardless of who it at fault for the Arguments Against: Tuition tax
accident.
credits or vouchers are possible
Arguments Against: No-Fault alternatives to wasting our tax
means that when someone runs dollars.

y

Women's Day Festivities Draw A
Diverse Crowd

By Angela Vasquez

Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer
The International Women's Day
Celebration was held on March 5
in the Student Union Courtyard by
the Women's Resource Center.
The event included a discussion of
discrimination, along with a po
etry reading and fashion show.
Dr. Ellen Gruenbaum led the
discussion about discriminadon
and ways to abolish it. The poetry
reading featured the works of
Elaine Carritte and Margaret
Gholston. Carritte and Gholston
dazzled the audience with their
humor and wit. Carritte's poetry
was representative of the Gay,
Lesbian, and Bisexual Union.
Concerning the messages in her
poetry, Carritte says, "Three to Four
is the ratio of gays, lesbians, and

bisexuals. Considering us a mi
nority is to ign(Me math. My po
etry is not my success, it is our
success."
Both Carritte and Gholston
sought toembody the strength, de
termination, and intelligence of
women everywhere—the theme of
the celebration.
Sweat Expo '96, portrayed the
exploitation of female garment
workers. Theshow displayed some
of the popular brand names worn
tcxiay—Guess, Dockers, Levi's,
Nike, Fila and Calvin Klein. The
models displayed their outfits as
well as the prices of the clothing.
The garment workers could not
have afforded the clothing in the
show unless they toiled a week of
12 hour days.
One mo^l in the fashion show
felt the event was an eye-opening

experience: "This really brought a
realization of what we should be
aware of. I am against slave labor.
I would like to think we Americans
have some compassion, but theallmighty dollar idways rules."
The presentation also included a
sp)eech by Steve Espie, a union
organizer, who emphasized the
need to form unions in order to
"..ensure that no children went to
bed hungry tonight."
The festivities and the food at
tracted many spectators to the cel
ebration with a wide array of reac
tions. Two female onlookers said,
"This had a lot of substance but it
was t(X) short. Maybe more pub
licity could have brought more
participation." One male specta
tor commented, "It wasn't bad.
The poetry was good, but the fash
ion show went fast."

By Dennis Kraus
Special to The Coyote Chronicle
The campus is a safe place to at
tend school, but it is not 100 per
cent crime-free, and property theft
remains a particular concern.
Violent crime rates at CSUSB
remain among the lowest in the
CSU system and they are certainly
far lower than those of the sur
rounding community, but several
types of objects are disappearing,
indoors and outd(X)rs.
In the Student Union, three un
attended back packs were stolen
recently, and on the parking lots,
car burglaries and decal thefts are
(xcurring.
Consequently, Public Safety has
set a goal of significantly reducing
crime in the parking lots this school
year.
To keep your property safe,
please take following simple pre
cautions:
First, never leave any property
unattended unless it is secured.
Always lock your car. If you don't
have a "club" steering wheel lock
(M a car alarm, consider buying
one. Never leave your car un
locked., windows down, or even
slightly cracked. Do not leave prop
erty (Ml vehicle seats, the dash or
the rear window sill, where perpe
trators can see them. Take any v^uables with you or lock them in the
trunk.
If your have property you are
c:aiTying around with you, never
leave it lying around, unattended.
Never leave valuables such as a
purse, wallet or money, in an unat
tended backpack.
Never leave such items in an
unlocked desk or cupboard, either.
And when leaving an office un
attended, close and lock the door.
When walking, keep your valu
ables close to you and your head up
and on the alert to your surround
ings. Your car keys should be in
your hand prior to reaching your
car.
A good rule of thumb is, if you
can't see your jMoperty while it is
left out and unprotected, then it is
at risk.
Taking these precautions elimi
nates the need to be afraid on the
campus, because it is fundamen
tally a safe place Practice these
prevention tips and help prevent
crime within its boundaries.
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You've Got to Relax~and Cram?
By Audra D. Alexander and
Heather D. Deogracia
^o^or^^hronicl^ta^Wjjt^r^^^^^
Ending the Winter Quarter with a
bunch of finals can be tough for any
CSUSB studentto handle. Although
some people like to start studying
weeks ahead of time, it's more com
mon to flndstudents studying in
groups or the night before the exam.
The college experience is filled
with stressful events, and the night

before finals can really grate on
yournerves. All those facts, defi
nitions, and equations to memo
rize can make the brain feel like it's
going to explode from over-stimu
lation. Sure you took great notes,
but do you know the material?
Cramming consists of coffee,
good lighting, and a load of mate
rial to cover in a short period of
time. Unfortunately, the loss of
sleep resulting from cramming can
make it difficult to drive to school
or pay attention to the actual ques

tions on theexam. Although cram
ming for a final is effective for
some, it is the studious people who
prepare themselves weeks ahead
of time. It is not realistic, however,
to say that one can become studi
ous the night before the exam.
Learning the most effective
study technique is a sure fite way
to succeed. We asked a few stu
dents on the campus to tell us their
studying secrets, and this was what
they had to say...

Narciso Aguilar
Freshman, Biology

Elsa Reyes
Sophomore,
Liberal Studies

The Coyote Chronicle (The Chronicle) is published on

alternate Wednesdays during the academic session by
the Department of Communication Studibs, California
State University, San Bernardino.
The opinions expressed in The Chronicle are those
of the student writers and editors, and do not reflect
the views of the university, its administration or
faculty, or any other person or institution unless
expressly noted.
The Chronicle welcomes your letters to the editors.
All letters for publication must provide the legal
name, mailing address, and phone number (for identi
fication purposes only). The Chronicle reserves the
right to edit, excerpt, or reject letters for spelling,
length, or suitability for publication.
Published
letters may not exceed 400 words in length.
The appearance of any advertisement in The
Chronicle does not constitute an endorsement by the
newspaper of the goods and services advertised. The
Chronicle reserves the right to reject any advertise^^^ent it deems inappropriate.
^

BECOME A COMPUTER PROFESSIONAL

Sharon Sarder
Junior, Undeclared

"I start the night before
"I cram. I occasionally
and
study for about four
group study, but I'm intimi
dated if I don't know the ma hours. I also like to group
terial. IleamthebestwhenI study."
study by myself- at home in
my room, in the evening. I
study the best when I'm happy
with my life."

"I like to do a lot of group
studying. That helps me out.
I usually start studying a
couple of days before the fi
nal. I pretty much cram most
of the time, though*."

FREE NOVELL or MICROSOFT
CERTIFICATION ASSESSMENT TEST
LIMITED SPACE AVAIL.* Exp.S/31/96* Call for Details

ALSO AVAIL. SOFTWARE APPLICATION TRAINING FOR PC/MAC

/Vew

_

369-9000

EXT.

181

NORTH POMTE
APARTMENTS

2 Swimming Pools
3 Whirlpool Spas
Racqnetball Courl / Fitness Center
Car Wash Area and Vacuum
Private Party Room
999
Aerobics Classes
N
Gated Community
SPECIAl
Frost-Free Refrigerators
( soini- ri'.^Inctinm apply)
Fireplaces Available
Special Student and Faculty Discounts

IMWE

Call Today > 881-3305
1203 ICnidali T)r.. Smt
hik

Angelo Cunanan
Senior, Psychology
"I sit down and read- by
myself, no group studying,
nothing like that at all. I do
everything before the final,
all the reading and studying
necessary, so if I've done my
job right, then all that's left is
to review. Pretty much that's
all I have to do before the
final."

Jonathan Chiem
Junior, Political Science

Jose Sahagun
Freshman,
Criminal Justice

"I prefer to sit down and
study. My group and I get
"Ijust review, basically. If
togetherin the library to study it's things like terms, you can
for calculus. Sometimes it just memorize them, and if
gets really stressful, so you it's history... you can do a
have to relax. The best secret timeline to help you remeber
is not to stress or nothing will the dates, and stick to the i
go in your head."
general information. I usu
ally start the night before the
final."

(.
i
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Turkey Is a Nice Place to Visit
By Ricardo Sanchez, Jr.

for centuries been the "bridge"
between East and West, "where
Europe and Asia meet."
As such, "Modem Turkey pos
sesses a valuable cultural heritage,"
Celikkol explained. Although 99%
of Turkey's population is Muslim,
it is also a parliamentary demo
cratic society allowing "freedom

producesexportable surplus." Tur
key provides much of the world's
industrial equipment, suchas trains.
"Turkey is also rich in mineral
Oguz Celikkol, consul general
of Turkey and oneof its key diplo
resources."
mats for two decades, encouraged
Although Celikkol extolled
listeners to visit his country when
Turkey's many wonders to see,
he gave the second International
historical, archaeological, and
Lecture on March 12, explaining
natural, some CSUSB students
that one of the
were skeptical
country's chief eco
and concerned
nomic development
about visiting it.
goals was to expand
They wondered
its already-flourish
whether the eco
ing tourism.
nomic situation or
"During the last
the political envi
twodecades, T urkey
ronment of the
has made great suc
country would re
cesses to stabilize its
main stable. For
economy-making it
example, were
the 17th largest in
"right-wing par
the world
" said
ties more Islamic
Dr. Celikkol. "A
fundamentalistrecord number of
oriented?"
300,000 Americans
Dr. Celikkol
wentioTurkey ...be
replied
that
cause of the beauti
whether a party
ful coastline, its ar
comes to power or
chaeological won
not, its extent of
ders, the hospitality
power is deter
of the p^ple..."
mined by a legiti
At tte same time,
mate and fair
its geographical re
democratic elec
lationships have
tion.
Turkey was the subject of a talk given by Oguz Celikkol on
Others ex
been changing dras
Manh 12 in the Panorama Room.
tically. "After the
pressed worries
collapse of the So
about "the terror
viet Union, Turkey was left with of faith."
ist" factors associated withlslam."
There are many historic sites to Celikkol noted that not all Mus
five new neighbws," the consul
general reported to the 100 attend be visited in Turkey. Monuments lims are terrorists and that those
ing his lecture held in the Pan and relics have been left behind by who are represent only a small
several ancient civilizations, the fraction of all Muslims. Indeed, he
orama Room of The Commons.
Even more than ever, be said, Hittites, Persians, and so many oth said, most of the people of Turkey
his country occupies a key strate ers which settled there over past are friendly, hospitable people.
gic position. "Turkey, situated on centuries. "The whole country is
In sum, Celikkol made Turkey
the Anatolian peninsula, has been like an open-air museum," he said. seem like a neat place to visit, with
Yet with its modem technology, plenty of diversity in its people and
the cradle for a number of civiliza
tions throughout history." Located 'Turkey is one of several countries landscape, as well as in its history
on the Asia peninsula, Turkey has in the world which feeds itself and and culture.
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer
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information and Decision Sciences
Given Software Worth $2.7 Million
From News Services
A $2.7 million gift of computer
software known as Oracle is being
given to the Information
and Decision Sciences
Department at CSUSB.
The gift, which ben
efits the school of Busi
ness and Public Admin
istration at Cal State
the result of a proposal
written by Professor
Frank Lin.
Among the capabilities of the
software are applications that sim
plify databaseadministrative tasks;

systems that implement, run and
manage interactive multimedia
programs; a program that models
complex business processes, such
as re-engineering,
analysis and design dia
grams; and a "web
server" that permits
World Wide Web de
velopment and appli
cation for the Internet.
Lin says that the
School of Businessand
Public Administration will need to
incorporate the donated software
into its curriculum in order to be
eligible to renew the benefit in
ensuing years.

Become a Proud Parent for $20Spring for $50 and Get Something Really Special
From News Services
When the U.S. Army Field Band
& Soldier's Chorus arrives at the
Coussoulis Arena at Cal State, San
Bernardino on Thurs., March 28,
at 7:00 p.m., performers can be
greeted by excited adoptive par
ents—provided they step forward.
Participation is being sought
now for the "Adopl-A-Band &
Chorus-Member" program. This
fundraising effort has been de
signed to help offset the costs of
the free performance.
The university has a call out for
99 or more community members
to personally adopt the 99 mem
bers of the troupe for one day.
Individuals or businesses are in
vited to donate $20 to adoptone of
the 99 members of the group, or
$50 to adopt one of the conductors
or leaders, for example, the narra
tor or drum major.

As a potential adoptive parent,
your performer could be a French
horn player, tuba player, a soprano
singer, or even the conductor him
self. All members of the band and
chorus are available to be adopted,
and aspecial parenting section will
be designated in the 5,0(X)-seat
Coussoulis Arena.
Included with the adoption are
official adoption papers which in
dicate which band or chorus mem
ber has been adopted and which
instrument he or she will be play
ing (or the vocal range represented).
The adoption certificates will be
displayed in the Arena for all to see
and for the proud parents and their
adopted performers.
For more infonnation on the
"Adopt-A-Band & Chorus-Mem
ber" program, or how to obtain
free tickets to the performance,
call (909) 880-7360.

External Interactions Task Force Explores Relations
By Craig Monroe, Ph. D.
Special to The Coyote Chronicle
The External Interactions Task
Force, a key agent of the Strategic
Planningprocess, is systematically
exploring the interface between
CSUSB and its various external
constituencies. As part of its
agenda, the task force will exam
ine the many goals the university
pursues-or should pursue—in its
interactions with external publics.
It will also assess the university's
efforts in pursuing those goals.
Overall its Job will be to diag
nose the factors responsible for the
university's successes and failures,
and to develop recommendations
for the directions in which CSUSB
should move in the future, to en
hance this external dimension of
its mission.
T^p fircS ctpr» r»f ihp tocV' fnrpp ic

to identify issues of importance to
the university's community. Pre
liminary plans call for environ
mental scanning through focus
groups, interviews, questionnaires,
and other feedback mechanisms,
so as to assess key functions. As of
now, the list of functions includes:
community relations, cultural en
richment, educational outreach, re
source development, information
and advocacy, and regional devel
opment.
The task force plans to create
action teams to investigate these
issues. Members of the university
community who would like to be
come involved in exploring these
issues are invited to contact Mon
roe or Pringle.
Members of the External Interac
tions subcommittee include cochairs Craig Monroe, Communir'cition ^tn/iipc nmi

Prvnolp

Public Affairs; Doris Selva, Un
dergraduate Studies; Marie
Riveria, Purchasing; Jan Jackson,
Extended Education; Patrick
Watkins, Theatre Arts; Richard
Eberst, Health Science & Human
Ecology; Mike Boorom, Market
ing; Maijorie MacCabe, Educa
tion; Rosemary MacCaslin, Social
Work; Patrick Areffi, ASI; Claire
Purvis, Accounting &Finance; and
Walter Hawkins, Undergraduate
Studies. Thegrouphasbeenmeeting on Thursday mornings; time
and room are announced prior to
the meetings.
To date, the task force has iden
tified publics and begun to isolate
issues important to those constitu
encies. Among the publicsthus for
identified are: students, alumni,
parents, prospective employees,
high schools, community colleges,
the CSU, our sister institutions.

graduate schools, businesses, non
profit (xganizations, health care
systems, public agencies, taxpay
ers, local public officials, legisla
tors, community civic organiza
tions and interestgroups, churches,
professional organizations, cultural
leaders/groups, libraries, muse
ums, vendors, acaediting agen
cies, and the media.

LONDON
$220
PRRIS
S243
ROME
$343
FRRNHFORT
$223
Fares are from Losnngeles. each laaii hased «i a R! iRirchase. Fares

do nor incltiile ^deral tans and aassenter facihties charges, luliich
can total liotuieeii SI9.K and 931.95. depeiiitiiH) on the Astlnation.
nor do theij Include departiire charges paid dlrecthj h to Idreigh gov-

Corrections:
The Chronicle regrets the following
errors:
• Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
was named as the second place
winner in the Homecoming Spirit
Bannercontest. The actual winner
was Delta Sigma Chi.
• A story about The Jazz Festival
incorrectly stated the name of a
band. The actual name was the
Andy Cleaves Band.

CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange

On [lie Hell: litt|i://iu(uiu.ciee.or}/cts/clslioine.lilni

1-800-2-C0UNCIL
. [1-800-226-8624]
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OPINIONS & EDITORIALS

"Bring Margie Back!" Say 2,000 CSUSB Petitioners
By Melissa Bakeman
Special to The Coyote Chronicle
I want to comment on the injus
tice of this university toward my
friend and partner, Margie Vines.
She was subjected to discrimina
tion, lies on her evaluation and
sexual harassment, ail of which
were covered up by CSUSB man
agement and Physical Plant man
agement.The university terminated
her employment on Jan. 12, 22
days before her probation ended.
Through the SETC Union Lo
cal 1268, Margie Vines has filed
six individual lawsuits against the
university under the CalifomiaFair
Employment and Housing Act.
Since her termination, Margie has
been petitioning for redress. She
has collected 2,000 names of stu
dents, staff and faculty who sup
port her cause and ask for her rein

statement.
On her behalf, I ask Chrronicle
readers to consider the following
facts. Then call the president's of
fice and voice your opinion to
"Bring Margie Back!"
When Margie first started her
position as locksmith at CSUSB,
she was very excited and enthusi
astic. That all changed one week
after her hiring date. She was
placed in a shop with another co
worker, Bud Martinel, who was
more interested in telling dirty jokes
and pointing out "hot" looking stu
dents and faculty than doing his
job. When Margie finally got fed
up with his jokes and he tried to
touch her, she went to Physical
Plant management and asked to
see a sexual harassment officer.
The response was, "This will not
go out of our office," and she was
told, "Bud will not be the one to

••T

Boston Carver
Sandwiches
Your choice of Rotisserie Chicken, Rotisserie Turkey, Ham
or Meat Loaf ... hand carved and served hot, right before
your eyes, your choice of fresh Honey Wheat or French
White Bread, topped with cheese and tasty sauces.

Chicken Carver™

with Cheddar Cheese and Creamy Dijon

Meat Loaf Carver™

I \u

with Cheddar Cheese and Hickory Ketchup

Ham Carver™
with Swiss Cheese and Honey Mustard

TXirkey Carver™

with Swiss Cheese and Creamy Parmesan

Carver Club™

Ham, Turkey, Swiss, Cheddar Cheese and
Creamy Parmesan

4694 North Unlvardty ncwy.
S«n Bernardino. CA 9i<407
(909) 880-97S8

r
$3.00 BOSTON
! CARVER" SANDWICH
Add a side and drink for only $].50.
Expires 4/10/96
Only one coupon per visit Not valid with any oihef offer Good at
oarticipaling Boston Market locations

Acplicapie taxes paid Dy Dearer

Coupon IS not redeemapie 'or cash No reproduction allowec

go.
While Margie was cleaning out
the lockshop, she found Martinel's
pomographymagazines, which she
threw away. Later Margie was
reprimand^ by the Physical Plant
supervisor for throwing away
Martinel's personal property. She
was told to box the material up and
return them to Bud Martinel. At
that point, Martinel was asked what
he wanted to do, and he chose to
move out of the lockshop. How
ever, Margie was never asked what
she thought should be done to Mr.
Martinel and absolutely no disci
plinary action was taken.
In another incident, I was ac
cused of being left in Margie's
lockshop unattended. They accusedMargie of jeopardizingcam
pus security by having me in her
shop. First, I am a student at
CSUSB and1 would never do any
thing to jeopardize my own uni
versity and its students. Second, I
am Margie's friend and partner
Margie Vines, former ly employed as a CSUSB locksmith, stages
and I would never jeopardize her
daily protests in favorof her reinstatement. 2,000 students, staff,
position at CSUSB. Third, on
and faculty have signed their signatures in support to her petition.
countless occasions, one of the
Physical Plant secretaries' hus
bands has been left alone, after
There are four more incidents son she left the University of
hours, towork on CSUS B comput that happened in which manage Redlands Was that she thought she
ers, including Margie's lockshop ment lied in order to argue for could grow in iheCalStatesystem,
computer. He is a non-CSUSB dismissing Margie from her posi as well as contribute her Imowlstudent and is not employed by the tion. For each of these incidents, edge to the students, faculty, and
university. What makes it accept Margie has witnesses and docu staff.
able to management is the fact that mentation proving her six indi
Even though Margie is currently
he is a straight, white male.
vidual legal cases. For instance, suing the university (CSUSB) and
Also, on numerous occasions, Margie has always put student although people in management
David Scheirmeyer (the physical safety at the top of her list, and that acknowledge some of their faults,
plant trade supervisor, and is why, when Scheirmeyer asked they refuse to reinstate her. The
Margie's boss) has looked me over her to put chains and padlocks on faculty and staff have been very
and asked Margie personal ques the Jack Brown Hall entrance and supportive of Margie; many of
tions about me, like how old I was exit doors on a windy day, she said them have written letters in her
and where 1 worked. I can't see no, because it's against fire code— support.
how any of that was his business if a fire started, students wouldn't When are we, the students and the
and why he would want to know in be able to get out. Scheirmeyerfelt ones who keep this campus work
the first place.
ing, going to stand
Another inci
upforourrightsand
dent that led to
the rightsof the staff
"When are we, the students.,, go
Margie's dis
and faculty who
ing to stand up for our rights, and
missal was a
teach us and main
misleading
tain the university?
the
rights
of
the
staff
and
facuity
work order for
Margie has been
who teach us and maintain the
her to fix Tem
subjected to lies,
porary Office
d
iscrimination,
university?"
(TO)
209.
sexual harassment
Well, every stu
and unfair treatment
dent at CSUSB has grown to hate she was questioning his authority, at the hands of management on this
the TOs and the TCs and we all and later he had an employee put campus. When are we all going to
know that neither of these build the chains on. The campus was unite and say this is not all right—
ings has a second story. Margie, given a warning citation by the We have the ultimate power here,
just to be safe, walked around the Fire Marshall. And aside from be but like prisoners, we are begin
outside of the TO buildings and ing just plain wrong, who would ning to i^ntify with our captors.
checkedeverydoorandlock. Upon end have ended up paying for the
In closing, if you want more
finding nothing wrong, she re citation? The stu(knts!
information, or copies of Margie's
turned to the Physical Plant office
What I really want to express to documentation, please contact her
and threw away the work order. everyone reading this commentary on campus, where she , protests
David Scheirmeyerpulled the work is how special and kind Margie Monday through Friday weather
order out of the trash and accused Vines is as a person. She left the permitting. Also, in case you are
her of not doing her job. If a University of Redlands, where she wondering who has taken over
building is only one story, and the worked for six years, to come to M a r g i e ' s p o s i t i o n , i t i s B u d
work order says to fix a second workforCSUSB. Shehadperfect Martinel. Call the president's of
story door, there is a problem with job evaluations and was a well- fice and voice your opinion to
the work order, not the worker.
respectedemployee. Theonlyrea- "Bring Margie Back!"
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Muslims?...But that is not my job
as areporter. My job as a joum^st
is to collect information from a
variety of sources, being as politi
cally correct as possible, but—you
can't make everybody happy. You
have to draw the line somewhere.
My article did not concern
whether or not Farakhan is a Mus
lim or whether or not Muslims are
persecuted in the media. My ar
ticle was about interracial relation
ships. The beginning of the letter
to the editor in regard to my article
states, "It is not a fact that Islam is
against interracial relationships."
If this is true, then explain to^his
reporter why a Muslim publication
contradicts this. They read the
Koran and call themselves Mus
lims. If you claim that they are not

PACES

Reaction to "Sexism"

Sources Cited to Decipher Statement
To the Editor:
In a recent article of mine, I used
some information from a Muslim
publication called the Final Call.
In this Muslim publication on the
last page, there is a section called
"theMuslim program," which con
tains information stating that Mus
lims are against interracial rela
tionships. Tomy knowledge, since
the Muslim publication is pub
lished by followers of Islam, it was
a valid source.
I am a professional journalist
and it is assured that1 would never
write about something that 1 was
"ignorant" about. If 1 offended the
Muslim population at this school
OT anyone, 1 am sorry. Maybe next
time I should say Black Muslims,
but aren't there Black Sunni
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Muslims, then somebody needs to
change the name of their religion.
If someone were to say that Chris
tians don't believe in interracial
relationships, I wouldn't say that
they were "ignorant"-that is some
what immature. I would ask them
what testament? Old, New, what
denomination (out of the many)?
If their source is cited and correct,
then what else could 1 say? This
certain denomination of Christians
interprets this specific verse in a
certain version of the Bible as be
ing against interracial relationships.
I've cited my sources, where are
yours? And where is your source
for "most Americans are ignorant
regarding the subject of Islam?"...
Cctavia Flores

To the Editor,
In "Society Still Saturated with
Sexism," (2/21) Carmen Eye's as
sertion that, "Gender discrimina
tion of any kind should not exist,"
warrants wholehearted assent. The
quoted statement is based upon the
incontrovertible principle that there
is no such thing as 'go(^' discrimi
nation.
Discrimination is inherently bad,
wrong, evil. By extension, any
policy which mandates discrimi
nation is—itself—bad, wrong, evil.
Principle demands that we grant
no toleration whatsoever to any
policy which mandates the very
thing which we agree "should not
exist" in any form.
If informal discrimination is a
blight to our enlightened times.

how much wOTse isstate-sponsored
discrimination, regardless of its
facile claims that it solves the very
problem which it is-in fact-in
strumental in perpetuating!
As Affirmative Action is a man
date for patent discrimination in its
most bold-faced form, the sheer
claims of principle condemn Af
firmative Action as a bad policy, a
wrong policy, an evil policy—a
policy which must be bmned in
every form, deserving nomore sup
port than any other form of dis
crimination.
Clark H. Smith
Letters to The Editor should be no
longer than 400 words, and must
be accompanied by a name, ad
dress, and phone number.

Th\e) ievbmr libnxrn.
ixndejT budgei.

'

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN OIEGO, offers an inten
sive ABA Approved poet graduate 14 week
LAWYERS ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program
will enabto you to put your education to work as a
skilled member of the legal team.
A representative will be on campus

Monday, April 22, 1996
1:00 pm to 3:00 pm
University Hall #324
Career Center Conference Room
CSUSB

We Don't Need No Stinking Journals
Once again the hungry Budget
Monster rears it's ugly bead. The
menu this week features precious
student resoiu-ces in the form of
journals andacademic publications
alike. The 16% rise in the price of
journals is a crisis affecting all
universities nationwide. Due to a
significant rise in paper costs and
IHiblisher's profit margins, Cal S tate
is faced with decreasing journal
acquisitions by 30%.
This year alone, UC Santa CIruz
will cut more than $400,000 from
their Library budget. According to
Michael Burgess, head of Techni
cal Services and Collection Devel
opment, CSUSB is facing simil^ly devastating cuts that could
severely damage the integrity of
our libiWy, and jeqjardize the fuUire accreditation of the univer
sity.
The CSUSB Faculty Senate re
cently stated that they stand un

equivocally opposed toany further
reductions in library acquisitions.
The Senate went on to request that
the Campus administration act in
good faith and take measures to
assure the continuing quality of
the educational programs at
CSUSB.
Although this is the Lnst budget
cut in three years to affect the li
brary, the budget has remained
stagnant at $800,000. When it is
taken in to account that we, as
students, spend nearly $7 million
each year on textbooks alone, why
are budget planners willing to de
vour the valuable resources needed
to further education?
Hardest hit by these cuts will be
the School of Natural Sciences.
Several of the fewjoumals to which
the school subscribes are very
costly; cutting these subsaiptions
would leave even fewer journals
on the shelves.

Proponents of the budget cuts
argue that computerization of the
materials will eliminate the need
to purchase costly journals. How
ever, Burgess suggests that it may
take anywhere from 10 to 20 years
for technology to integrate with
academic media and allow students
to receive information through the
Internet and World Wide Web fa
cilities.
More money can only come from
one place, and as students we fear
it will be our checkbooks. While
we often complain about the in
creases in tuition, we must realize
that our student fees, on a national
level, are among the lowest How
ever, sufficient funds are available
to absorb the cost increase by a
strategic reallocation of funds wMle
keeping fees at their current level.
Helpkeep the greedy Monster on
a diet— support a thorough budget
overhaul!

of San Dicg:>

Lawyer's Assistant Program
5998 Alcaia Park
San Diego. CA 92110-2492
(619) 260-4579

Name
Current
Address
City.

.State.

.Zip.

Current Rtone f
Permaned Phone i

The Blues
Vintage Clothing

I Cash Paid for 501 Levis
I Leather Jackets*FlightJackets*Levi Jackets I

I MXW,F,Sat. llam-5:30 pm • Th. llam-9pm • Sun. 12pm-4pm I

I 114 E. State St., Redlands !

^

1909) 798^^055_

y
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Coincidence Rules in "Repoman"

photo by Gene Page

By John Birdwell

of the movie just about everyone is
trying to get dieir hands on thiscar.
Everyone includes a pair of dope
What do you do when you are smoking car thieves called the
bored with working at the local Rodriguez brothers, agroup of gov
supermarket and hanging around ernment types led by a lady with a
with thelocalpunks? Auto,played metallic hand, as well as everyone
by Emilio Estevez, becomes a in Auto's repofamily.
repoman in the movie "Repoman,"
Coincidence rules in
In his new profession eighteen year "Repoman." With as many apparold Auto is initiated into manhood endy unrelated plot linesand char
by taking up the unlikely occupa acters as this movie possesses some
tion of repossessing cars from kind of glue is needed to stick
people who have not paid their together a coherent story. This is
bills. A lot ofunlikely things occur done with constant comical meet
in this master minded spoof on ings between the characters. Some
society's ills of the eighties and people areseen maybe only two or
pseudo-science fiction escapism.
three times, but because of their
The absurd nature of this dark strategic placement in crucial
comedy is made clear early in the scenes they are instantly recog
movie. AoneeyedJ.FrankPamell, nized. Others are so subtle that
played by Harry Dean Stanton, is they may not be noticed until the
weaving down a highway in a third or fourth viewing.
Chevy Malibu. He is stopped by a
Though sex, drugs, and violence
motorcycle cop. Then easily cons are portrayed in this movie it is
the cop into looking into the trunk done in such a way as to be thor
ofthe Chevy Malibu. Upon open oughly absurd. Parents may want
ing the trunk the cop is vaporized to shield their children from expo
in a flash of special effects, leaving sure to these aspects of the movie.
only apairofsm<^dng boots. From On the other hand in today's soci
here the story only gets mtxe bi ety most kids have been indoctri
zarre.
nated into worse by the age of
The major plot of this story, eleven. For people interested in a
there are a lot of sub-plots, re
few laughs and some light hearted
volves around Auto and his search enigmas "Repoman" has a lot to
for this $20,000 repossessable offer.
Chevy Malibu. In fact, by the end
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

The calendar on Joe's (Eric Schaeffer) wall counts down the days to Lucy's (Sarah Jessica Parker) 30th
birthday, as both fear having to jump off the Brooklyn Bridge if they can't find love.

It Would Have Been Better If Lucy Fell
By Heather D. Deogracia
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

• Hated It!
u

(/)

•• Handled It

0)

> ••• Liked It

Spring Break '96 On The River
The Colorado Belle invites you out for
Spring Break 96'! So, stay and play at the
perfect getaway!

• Rooms from $18 a night-Meniion
this ad for this special room rate
• Rock and Roll in the
Riverboat Lounge
• Beers of the World and Bratwurst
BBQ on Saturday, March 23rd
• Shooter Specials
• Free Gift at check-in when you
show your college I.D.
SHOW YOUR COLORADO BELLE
ROOM KEY AND RECEIVE:

• Free 1/2 hour Sea Doo rental
(with each hour paid)
• Free Limousine transportation
to and from Sea Doo rental dock

BONUS: Free Spring Break '96
T-Shin with Ten or More Rooms
Booked from Your School!

COLOBJIBO BELLE
HOTEL CASINO • LAUGHLIN, NEVADA
'Sunday through Thursday, weekends slightly higher. Must be 21 years of age or older.

o

•

It!

"If Lucy Fell" )
o S ••<
U
The movie If Lucv Fell is a
romantic comedy about two
Foomates experiencing crises in
self-esteem. Thesetting takesplace
in New York City with Lucy (Sa
rah Jessica Parker), a 29 year old
psychologist, whoshares an apart
ment with Joe, a politely peculiar
artist (Eric Schaeffer). Lucy is
coming out a unfulfllling relation
ship and is ready to start dating
other men. Joe has an infatuation
with a gorgeous woman (Elle
Macpherson), who lives in an apart
ment across from his bedroom win
dow and provides him with inspi
ration for his art.
With Lucy's 30th birthday a
month away, the roomates decide
to jump off the Brooklyn Bridge in
a death pact set on the day of her
birthday, if they have not found
true love by that time. Joe's mis
sion is to find the courage to speak
to the woman he's has a five year
crush on, and Lucy seeks a date
with whomever will ask.
Fortunately, Joe's dream girl

shows up at nis premier art exniDition and he gels the opportunity to
nervously ask her out. At the same
exhibition, Lucy meets B wick (Ben
Stiller), a succesful painter with a
few psychological problems.
Could this be true love for Lucy
and Joe?
Another conflict within the
movie lies between Lucy and her
highlyprestigiousfather. As thera
pists, they have difficulty getting
past the psychological jargon in
order to reveal their true feelings
for one other. Lucy is faced with
the challenge of confronting her
father and telling him what she
really wants to do in life. He wants
her to continue her education at
Harvard, but she wants to form a
partnership with Joe and open a
progressive school for children.

I feel that humor and the por
trayal of cute children are two very
strong points within this film. ScMne
of the dating disasters, including
the man who disa{^)ears in the bath
room, are hilarious. Bwickandhis
two "Fabio-esque" footmen kept
me laughing due to the fact they
were so off-beat and surrealistic.
Sadly enough they are outweighed
by a lack of character devel(^ment
Md underdeveloped plot
I was confused at the end of the
movie, like I was left hanging;
kind of the way I felt with Reality
Bites. The idea of the death pact
made me question if Lucy and Joe
will really follow through with
suicide. Summing it all up, the
humor is entertaining, but it's not a
movie for those who desire sub
stance and meaning in a film.

LA Smart Girls will be here April 10.
See a full preview on page 7!

RTAINMENT

THE COYOTE CHRONICLE

fecial to The Coyote Chronicle
I The LA Smart Girls are out to
challenge every assumption you
may have about "girls" in the 90s.
Danielle Brazell, one of the per
formers, states, "We break down
stereotypes of LA girls as
Baywatch babes. We're babes, but
our babeness is in our fierceness,
in our realness."
These fiercesome babes, other
wise known as The LA Smart Girls,
are four Los Angeles-based per
formers who each do solo perfor
mance pieces that take on some of
the most pressing issues of our
time. The LA Smart Girls dissect
categories of class, gender and
sexuality by working to dismantle
the prefabricated identities fed to
us ttu'ough dominant culture, and
by questioning thosecategories that
tell us who we are. By questioning
their own identities, they help us
question our own, and at the same
time help us see who we are, and
who we might be.
The LA Smart Girls are: Nancy
Agabian, 'Mary Bleier, Danielle
Brazell, and Jamie Burris. All are
accomplished artists who have
worked in every performative con
figuration: solo^ in collaboration
with another artist, and in collec
tives. They have performed in Los
Angeles, Houston,San Diego,San
Francisco, Minneapolis, Boston,
Chicago, and even London.
Their performance styles vary
widely: Jamie Burris is a dancer
and communicates her ideas
through movement. As she woiks
with Renzoku Dance Company and
Body Weather Laboratory in Los
Angeles, she moves outside of the
verbal and the linear and pushes at
the boundaries of what we can
know and express through bodies.
Danielle Brazell works with words
and movement from a theatrical
background, both as a solo artist
and as one of the Sacred Naked
Nature Girls. Nancy Agabian
comes from a studio art and perfor
mance art tradition, parlaying her
w(Mic as a visual artist and writer
into performance art. Mary Bleier's
roots are in writing. Her work fo
cuses on the word: the power of the
spoken word, of the words wit
nessed by a group gathered to
gether. Mary has performed solo
and collectively and has explored
family terrors and lesbian identity
through performance with her sis
ter, Hannah Bleier.
Despite their stylistic differ
ences, these artists have come to
gether to support and learn from
each other and provide a window
to the diversity of experience of
young women today. Mary says
she values hearing as many voices
as possible: "The more I have to
draw from, the more I have to
confront my own preconceived
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Not Just a Bunch of Pretty Faces
By Jennifer Reed
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notions."
For spectators as well, the work
fits together thematically in very
individual ways. "In a group show
people always make connections-there are always themes that run
through it-even when they aren't
planned," says Nancy. "The value
is in identifying with each per
former in different ways." Indeed,

the connections that spectators
make cannot be planned, and the
LA Smart Girls make no pretense
about trying to
connections
nappen, but they all believe sig
nificant, transformative connec
tions do take place: for performer
and spectator. These connections
are what motivate their work.
Danielle sees performance as
spiritual: "Spirit is so much at
tached to emotion and the human
experience. When you share parts
of that experience, we identify with
it, we're able to see life in a new
way and learn from it. Emotion
ally, to learn from something you
have to be open to
it—and when both performance and
audience is open to it, theexchange
and transfer of energy can ha[^n
andpossibly change both. We need
connection. It's part of being hu
man." Performance is a unique
venue for the types of connection
we need in a society that is "frag
menting."
"The church and state are fall
ing apart. We're looking for new
ways to connect and mass commu
nication is so void of human con
tact—performance offers some
thing new." She says "It's impor
tant for people coming into dieir
(adult) lives to see real people
because it's so distorted through
mass media." Performance offers
ways "to get to the truth because
it's so present. A lot of people have
different truths." One of the big
questions she wrestles with in her
work is, "How can we share those
truths without jeopardizing our
own truths?"
Nancy, too, works to share her
truth through performance. "The
point of true communication is
what we're striving for. I'm into
communicating the story and sec
ondly, being in the moment with

the audience. In being in that mo
ment, I learn so much about the
moment." Nancy isn't interested
in collaboration right now: "It's
enough for me to figure out what I
need to say because I feel like I
swallow a lot when I'm in the
wOTld, sowhen I'm alone and writ
ing, I like to try to figure outwhat I
want to say." Telling her story is
her "work in the world. So I'm
really satisfied when I do iL It's
political work. By talking about
my personal life, struggles with
people, my family, politics enters
in b^ause I question the way I fit
into the world."
This intensely social and politi
cal understanding of what seems
very personal is what connects the
work of The LA Smart Girls. "The
personal is absolutely political,"
Mary says. "Anytime a woman
opens her mouth, she is doing
something revolutionary." The in
separability of the personal and
political power in p^ormance is
what motivates her work. "When I
watch women's performance, it
makes me feel part of something
collective-that there are women
in the world willing to speak in a
world that wants us to he si
lent—and even more than what
they are saying. Just that they
are up there at all-speaking(!)"
Indeed, it is the very speak
ing and the public quality of
the speaking that politicizes the
WOTk of The LA Smart Girls.
Jamie says she does not "go in
saying T'm going to make a
statement'—but by honestly
being there (in the perfor
mance) it reaches others and
that is transformative." The
social value of performed art is'
in the artist's willingness to
share what she calls the "raw
searching" process of explor
ing oneself on the stage. What
she gives is "being true to her
self. You are giving something
by being willing to go to that
place and share it." It is the
witnessing of that process that
allows us to cross boundaries
and build the bridges of con
nection. The work of the LA
Smart Girls is to share their
perspectives with us, and al
low the connections tohappen.
The LA Smart Girls wilt per
form in the Recital Hall at
CSUSB on Wed. April 10, 7
p.m. A post-show discussion
with the artists will follow the
performance. Tickets are $5
for general admission and $3
for students. They can be pur
chased at the ASI Box Office
and at the Women's Resource
and Adult Re-Entry Center. The
performance is sponsored by
the Women's Resource and
Adult Re-Entry Center and the
Student Union ProgramBoard.

"Twas But a Dream..."
By Margaret Gholston
Coyofe Chronicle Staff Writer
Shakespeare-the kiss Of death
to any audience. "Thee's" and
"thou's" embedded in every line,
tons of "forgoes"and "wherefores"
flooding the speech of the charac
ters, and not a single dictionary in
sight. Well, audiences didn't have
to bring their Webster's with them
when they came to see the Univer
sity Theatre presentation of Will
iam Shakespeare's "A Midsum
mer Night's Dream" because it
was easy and fun.
Ronsdd E. Barnes directed this
captivating fantasy with the coop
eration of a superb crew. Lighting
and sound were in harmonic sync.
The costume designs conveyed
compatibility and glamour. Set
design was amazing-even though
it was hard to differentiate among
scenes. As for the acting, it was
simply mind-blowing.
A fabulous cast of actors made
"Midsummer" come to life. Ex
ceptional performances included:
David Mendenhall as gentle
Lysander who mentioned that
"...it's nice to play a 'nice guy."

Ahou Mofid as headstrong Hermia
proves "I don't just design cos
tumes—I can act too." Kara J.
Vanderbundt is the whiny and
clingy Helena, portrayed with en
ergy and charm. Patrick weeks is
the seriously clever Oberon and
just plan serious Theseus, portrayed
with suave wit. Jodi Juilian is imp
ish Puck, portrayed with a
bizarre,mischievous humor. Ryan
Peeters is cocky Bottom, who
proves that humbleness is a trait to
be desired.
Lastly, Heaiherly Stephens is
royal Tilaniaand sweet Hippolyta,
who rules with charisma and pres
ence. This is Stephens' last perfor
mance at Cal State; she plans to
take on Chicago. We are truly los
ing a dynamic acta*. She says "I
am amazed at how fresh each new
version of this play is."
I was even able to understand
the play and find it funny too. For
Barnes, "It can be accessible, en
tertaining. Different people in the
audience enjoy themselves in dif
ferent ways.... Some people are
willing to laugh, and to laugh it
means you've got to give of your
self."

STEVE MARTIN

PGI WIBniL fiWMICt SUSSESTED^
MME UTEUM lUT lOT K UOm FMCMUKH

COMING SOON
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Attention ail students! Over $6
billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now avail
able. All students are eligible. Let
us help. For more info, call: 1800-263-6495 exLF59851
RAISE $$$ The Citibank
fundraiseris here to help you! Fast,
easy, no risk or flnancial obliga
tion-Greeks, groups, clubs, moti
vated individuals.Call now. Raise
$500 in only one week. (800)8621$82 ext.33

THE COYOTE CHRONICr .F.

Health, Wealth, Happiness
For free information: Aulohome
(computer)business View hitp://
www.autohomebiz.com or E mail
HrwiQ21053652@CompuServe.can
COMPUTER - 486 COMPLETE
SYSTEM,WITH COLOR MONI
TOR-!- SOFTWARE. $685. CALL
947-1339
Room for Rent- Near Cal State,
female pref. $275 -^ 1/2 utilities,
kitchen^aundry priveleges. No
Smoking/Drugs 883-6213.

$^.95 Acapulco, Cancun, Puerto
Vallaita, Mat2alan, Manzanillo.
PICK ONE! Stay 5 days. Limited
offer. (909) 424-3404

CLA SSIFIEm

Help Wanted- Coyote Bookstore
needs help in the Computer Dept.,
Mac knowledge aplus, and in Gen
eral Merchandise. Flexible hours.
Come into the bookstore for an
application.
EUROPE $249- Be a litUe flex
ible and save $$$. We'll help you
beat the airline prices. Destina
tions worldwide. Call Now!
AIRHITCH™ 800-834-9192
airhitch@netcom.com
Chronicle Clnssifiedt— Cheap and EITective!

P R I N C I P L E S o f

Work in the Outdoors - National
Parks, Forests, Wildlife Preserves,
& Concessionaires are now hiring
seasonal workers. Excellent ben
efits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-9713620 ext. N59851

.

S O U N D

Teach English in Korea Positions
available every month. Bachelor
degree required. $18,000-24,0(X)/
yr. Accom., airfare & benefits.
Send resume, copy of diploma «&
copy of passport to: Bok Ji Corp.
Chun Bang Bldg.,154-13 Samsung
Dong, Kangnam Gu, Seoul, Ko
rea. TEL: 001822-555-5627 FAX:
011-822-552-4329
BIG MONEY - While you go to
school-On your own time! Earn as
much as you want. Many qjenings! Call Cathy at (909) 880-5931.

R E T I R E M E N T

Cruise Ships Hiring - Earn up to
$2,000f/month. Worldiravel. Sea
sonal & full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info, call 1206-971-3550 ext. C59851
Immediate Positions Opening!
Work through Springquarter. You
must be a CSUSB Student. Earn
money for books, etc. Call (909)
880-5931 to find out how you can
start making money right away!
Many positions to be filled, door to
door sales necessary.

I N V E S T I N G

\

»•»

Wanted! Drivers-Domino's Pizza
in Grand Terrace has immediate
part-time openings for delivery
drivers. Earn $7-$9/hour in wages
plus tips. Hours are flexible, week
ends, evenings are a plus. Apply
at: 22583 Barton Rd. Grand Ter
race (near Mount Vernon)
Graduates - Michael Franklin
Photo will be on campus to photo
graph any and all graduates, any
program or credential, April 3 and
4 in the Panorama Room, Lower
Commons. Just a $5 sitting fee!
Appointments are necessary. Call
now! 1-800-345-0334
Alaska Employment - Fishing In
dustry. Earn up to $3,(X)0-6,00(>f
permonth. Room & Board! Trans
portation! Male/Femal. No expe
rience necessary! (206)971-3510
ext A59851
FOR RENT- 2 Bed/ 1.5 Bath
Condo, Cal State Close, pool/
Jacuzzi, garage w/ opener, dish
washer, W/Dhookufs, Patio. $600/
month. 797-6953

J-i-

KILLER.

Speedy Research
' Itcpefts: $<.00 pw p«g*
'0*cr70,000,t6ptci ft P*P*fs*
Ikl«i«riib IteKsurch
usistMcc tiM Aalyl

• 6S46HDHyweodBlvft

'2nd floor. RM. 309
Le«Angeie(.CA 9002$
' Haun: Moa.>Fri. 10 am.• tf pjn.
Saturdays, 11am. • 4 p.m.
•

CiutomRtBMfebnaiubk •
•

VbaAiaAtnerEx •

Call today! 1-600<45$-9001

httpiZ/wwiHLtakBabPsalcxoai
1-800-98-BREAK
TAKB A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL

F

or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets —money that
can help make the difference between living and living well
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salaiy
on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax bill is
eveiy year.

As the nation's largest retirement system, based on assets
under management, we offer a wide range of allocation choices
— from the TIAA Traditional Annuity, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the company's claims-paying
ability), to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low,' which means more
of your money goes toward improving your future financial
health.
To find out more, call 1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a
complete SRA information kit, plus a free slide calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.
Call today — it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.®

'SlaniarieiPoartliuiiraimRaluifAiuilytu, 1995; Upper Analytic*!Servicea.

195 (QuarteHy). CREKcertiBcatejare diair.buled by TIAA-CREF Itujividual and Innhiitional
ServM:ea, Inc. For more complete information, including ckargea and e.q>ensea. call I 800-842-2733.
)0-842-2/33, ext.
ext.5509,
5509, for
lor a
A current CRKF prospectu». ReaJ the prospectus carel'uUy teforeyou invest or send money.
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PRING
BREAK

Wednesday
March 20
Ryuhei Rex Yuasa
recent paintings
Display continues until 4/5
University Art Gallery
Fot more info.: (909) 880-5802
•

Breakfast and Talk
"Relationship Marketing:
Strategies for Growing your
Business" with Nabil Razzouk
7:30-9 a.m.
Upper Commons
Fw more info.: (909) 880-5771

Friday
March 22

Tuesday
April 9

MARCH 25-29

Thursday
March 28

The Alpha Experience

with the Chamber Singers
performing "Trial By Jury"
Tamara Harsh, director
7 p.m.
Student Union Events Center
Also plays March 23 at 7 p.m.

For more info.: (909) 880-7360

ACK TO
1-C SCHOOL

Few more info.: (909) 880-5859

Sunday
March 24

APRIL 1

Wednesday
April 3

Spring Break Picnic
Sponsored by the Viatnemese
Student Assoc.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Yucaipa Park

Cambodian New Year
11 a.m.
Student Union Courtyard

Come and visit the

College
Legal Clinic

Specializing in family, criminal,
personal injury, landlord/tenant,
and other fields of law!
CaU us at 880-S936!
We are located in the ASI Suttea la the Stndeat Union!
We are here to help youll!

Circle K Internationa!
6 p.m. Senate Chambers

Wednesdays

"LA Smart Girls"

1
\

75 school districts to come
from California and out of state.
Bring your resume!
1 - 5 p.m.
Coussoulis Arena
For more info.: (909) 880-5250

2 p.m. WR & ARC
•

Wednesday
April 10

7 p.m.
Coussoulis Arena

"Careers in Education"
Job Fair

21st Annual
Renaissance Banquet

Women's Empowerment
Support Group

Student Union Courtyard

U.S. Army Field Band &
Soldier's Chorus

Saturday
March 30

Tuesdays

1 "A journey into virtual reality.*
by the S.U.P.B.
\ Sponsored
11 a.m, - 5 p.m.

Spanish Table Club

Sponsored by the S.U.P.B.
and the WR & ARC.
7 p.m.
Recital Hall

12 p.m. Senate Chambers
•

MECHA
1 p.m. Senate Chambers
•

Thursday
April II

Gay, Lesbian, and
Bisexual Union
6 p.m. WR & ARC

Medicine Career Day
Sponsored by Lambda Sigma,
C.A,B., and MAPS
10 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Events Center A

Thursdays
Vietnamese Student Assoc.
3 p.m. Senate Chambers
•

Campus Crusade for Christ

Tuesday
April 16

4:30 p.m. Senate Chambers

Fridays

Health Fair

Adult Women's
Support Group

Sponsored by the CSUSB
Student Health Center.
Continues through 4/17.
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Lower Commons Plaza

10 a.m. WR & ARC
•

For more info.: (909) 880-5250

3 p.m. PS209

Scuba Club

r yi1FT0{'E9^IC C^I^^S'E J^OO'D

I • Lunch Specials • Free Delivery* .

I • Take-Out/Dine-In
I•

•

Party Catering

includes

i PEKING INNEX-5

• ^ 4434 University Parkway
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(909) 880-2825

5^ ||?^<One coupon per cust^e^ ^xp_3m^

.
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Women's Basketball Was a "Cinderella" Season
By Larry Ryan
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer
It was the beginning of what would
later be a "Cinderella" season.
When the 1995-96 Cal State San
Bernardino Women's Basketball
team opened their season with an
impressive victory on November
17 vs. Fort Lewis College, they
had a new coaching staff, some
new faces on the team, and things
were looking up.
Then the unthinkable happened
and a ten-game skid began.
Who says nice guys finish last?
Well, CSUSB Coyote Women's
Basketball Head Coach, John
Margaritis, was soon on his way to
proving the old cliche. After his
team won their first game over a
less than mediocre team, they lost
ten straight games. Everyone
counted them out.
Staff
and fans would comment, "don't
wOTry, we're justhaving arebuilding year."
What most did not know was
that during the horrible streak, ev
ery team they played, had a win
ning record. They ^so played three
teams who were rank^ in the top
five of the Western Region, a Divi
sion I team, and another team which
also ranked among the leaders.
They were subtly preparing them

selves for conference play, know
ing where the important games
st^.
The streak finally ended and the
prince placed the glass slipper upon
the team's fool when the team de
feated NAIA Southern California
College and launched a winning
streak for a total of five straight
games.
It was amaz
ing to see them
w i n n i n g
against teams
that outsized
and outnum
bered them.
They weren't
as tall oras fast,
but fans said
they had heartsas big as the
ball they put
through the
hoop to win
games at the
buzzer.
"I think
peoplejusthad
to do heart
check," Senior
Mary Alice
Lott said after
the team de
feated
UC
Riverside in
the
CCAA

Opener. "A lot of teams would be
sniping at each other, but we all
stayed together. We're slowly but
surely starting to come together.
We're encouraging each other. I
think it takes a lot of character to
stay together through something
like that."
Lott summed it all up. Fans

knew there was something special
about this team, but when were
they going to win? They had
learned about the work ethic from
Coach Margaritis and now they
were displaying it during the
games. Sophomore guard Shelley
Dungo played an average of 37
minutes per game, including a 45-

T-a D E D
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COLLEGE OE LAW
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EMPLOYMENT

Law School Information
Seminar & Sample Law Class
VICTORVILLE
Thursday, March 7,1996,6-7 p.m.,
Holiday Imt, 15494 Palmdak Road

RIVERSIDE
Thursday, March 14,1996, 6-7 p.m.,
Uiy Professional Center, 1189 Iowa Ave.

lA VERNE
Thursday, March 21,1996, 6-7 p.m.,
La Vcnie Campus, La Fetm Hall, 1950 3ni Street

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL:

(909)596-1848

APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED
nNANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

Law Program accredited by the California Committee of
Bar Examiners and the Western Association of Schools and Colleges

R

Yosemite Concession Services Corp.
offers you the opportunity to live & work in one
of the world's most beautiful sites. The "Yosemite
Experience" is a tradition of exceptional guest service.
If you have the ability to work hard and smile, now is
your chance to join our team.
We will be accepting applications for a variety of
positions in all areas of hospitality service in our hotels,
restaurants, retail, recreational, and support facilities.
Housing available for applicant only.
For further information and application, call or write.
All applicants will be subject to pre-employment
drug testing.

Yosemite Concession Services Corp.
Human Resources Department
P.O. Box 578
Yosemite, C.\ 95389
(209) 372-1236

minute performance in a tough
overtime loss to Western New
Mexico. Sophomore guard Alissa
Corey who stands 5'3" shot an
average of 30% from the field over
the duration of the season,but it
was her heart and drive to win that
earned CCAA honorable mention.
As the season continued, the
Coyotes won seven
and lost only three
during conference
play, leaving them
in second place in
the CCAA. They
earned a playoff
birth against UCR,
a team they had de
feated twice during
the regular season,
including alast-second victory in the
final game of the
season in dial State's
CoussouUs Arena.
They had silenced
the critics and won
the hearts of doubt
ers.
However, the
team lost in its firstround playoff game
toUCRatCalState,
Dominguez Hills.
Lott went down af
ter only eight min
utes with an injuryplagued knee that had been bother
ing her in four games prior. It was
a dis^pointing loss fpr them to
end the "Cinderella" season with
12 wins and 15 losses overall and
a total of seven wins and three
losses in the CCAA.
But it was not as disappointingi
fw their supporters, whonevergavd
up on them and who treated every
victoryasapleasantsurprise. They
were down, butneverout. Tosum
it up in a quick question, "Who
KnewT' The press and the fans
didn't, but they felt fortunate to
witness something close to a
miracle.

The Men's
Volleyball
Team will play
their final
home game in
The Coyote
Den at 7:00
p.m., vs. Cal
Poly Pomona
on March
25th. Come
out to support
your team!
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SPRING SPORTS HOME SCHEDULE
r

Coyote Baseball

Baseball Home Games can be seen at
Fiscalini Field in San Bernardino.

Sat.
Thur.
l\ie.
Fri.
1\ie.
Fri.
Wed.
1\ie.
Thur.
The
Sat.

March 30
April 4
April 9
April 12
April 16
April 19
April 24
April 30
May 2
May 7
May 11

Fri, March 22

DH Humboldt State

Noon

Thur.April 4

DH NY Tech. Inst.

2:00 p.m.

Sat. April 13

CDH CSU Dom. Hills

Noon

Sun. April 14

DH Univ. of San Diego

1:00 p.m.

Thur.April 25

DH Pt- Loma Univ.

Noon

DH
C
C
C
C
C

Cal Poly, Pomona
CSU Dom, Hills
CSU Los Angeles
CSU Los Angeles
UC Riverside
UC Riverside
South. Cal. College
C
Cal Poly, Pomona
C
Cal Poly, Pomona
C
CSU Dom. Hills
CDH CSU Dom. Hills

Noon
2:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
Noon

Coyote Softball

KEY
C= CCAA Conference Match
DH= Double Header

r

(

Coyote Tennis

AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

(Home and Away Matches)

Sun. March 24
Mon. March 25
Wed. March 27
l\ies. April 2
Thur. April 4
T\ies. April 9
Thur. April 11
l\ies. April 23
April 25 - 28

A
A
A
H
A
H
A
A
A

Northern Arizona
Grand Canyon
Long Beach State
Gal Poly, Pomona
U.C. Riverside
CSU Los Angeles
Pt. Loma Univ.
USIU
Ojai Tournament

11:00 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
All day

Women's Tennis matches can be seen at the
Rancho Meditterania Racquet Club in Colton.

Counseling is a Gift.
Make it a Careen

I

fyou^ve been counseling friends
and family all your life, you probably
have a rare^ift for helping others.

Azusa Pacific University can help
you turn that gift into a fulfilling
career. The APU Master Of iirtS bl

Cfbiicai Psycfioiogy wftli an enqAssIs
bl Marital and Fan^ Tlieraiiy*
offers strong academics, a solid
Christian foundation, an inter
disciplinary curriculum, practical
training, and an emphasis on
ethics—all in a program designed
for working adults.
Call Azusa Pacific University,
today, for more information on
how you could be on your way to
a professional career in counseling.

Aznsa Pacnc Uiilversfty
bdand Empire Center
Mark Stanton
685 E. Carnegie, Ste. 170
San Bernardino, CA 92408
(909) 888-9977
Classes also offered in Azusa and
Orange County
<

COME TO AN iNFORMATION MEUING:
FEB. 27 OR APRIL SAT 7 P.M.
•Bachelor's degree required.

AZUSA^gf^'cU N I V E R S I T Y

PAdK

rz

M A K i .H Z I J . 7 WO

IHt, L^UIUlt. L.t1KUNliA.t.

Considering...

.S.B. GIRLFRIEND.

As I awoke alone one morning,
wondering what to doLove had broke my heart again,
I was despondanl through and through.
I considered all my options,
(Though Norm said there was only one.)
Regarding how
(and if I should)
and who that I could love.
But he was so dam demanding,
and I wanted something new...
So I asked
my sister Lez
and she said there was two.
"The love between two women
is something so divine.
You'll never feel hurt or submissive.
Unless you'reyou know'that' kind."
Then I asked
my brother Gay,
and he said there was three.
There's the love between two men
-but that's probably not for me.
So I sank back down with a sigh.
I felt like I could die!
None of the three
seemed to be meTill along came
my dear friend Bi.
"There's nothing you need to deny.
So why like even try?
Guys to guys or girls to girls
or even girls to guys!
There's no reason to feel blue.
It's no big thing to do.
Just have your cake
-and eat it too!
It's nothing to despise.
It's not like I can't decide.
It's two in one -1 take no side!"
And then my friend
looked straight at me
CAs straight as
straight can be)
and stared into my eyes.
"Honey, I just like being Bi!"
So I'm no great advocate,
but maybe I've made you think a bit.
There's more than just one choice,
but listen to your voice.
I only know on Valentine's Day,
whether or not
you're straight or gay,
-and I'm not saying one is betterbut as far as cards and letters;
Here's the thought,
so Where's my penny?
My friend who's Bi
-gets twice as many!
000000000000
by Elaine D. Carritte

You are cordia/Ty invited to attend
The Cfhremont QracCuate SchooCs

The
Claremont
^ School

Information Idiafit
for our
Master of Science in Human ^sources Design
Why consider the MSHRD?

Program emphasizes;

y
y
y
y

y Global Environment
y Changing Technology
y Workforce Diversity
y Change Management

Designed for working students
Evening and Saturday classes
Exceptional faculty
Low student-to-faculty ratio

Join us on Wednesday, MarcR 27 at 6:30p.m.
Cad909/607-3286 or 909/621-8084for reservations and directions

